Abstract. In this paper Hartwig's triple reverse order law for the Moore-Penrose inverse is proved for C*-algebras. A very simple algebraic proof for Hartwig's triple reverse order law for operators on Hilbert spaces is given.
Theorem 1.1. [3] The following conditions are equivalent:
(ii) Q ∈ P{1, 2} and both of A * APQ and QPCC * are hermitian;
(iii) Q ∈ P{1, 2} and both of A * APQ and QPCC * are EP;
(iv) Q ∈ P{1}, R(A * AP) = R(Q * ) and R(CC * P * ) = R(Q);
Hartwig's proof of this result is valid, with some comments, for the operators on infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces except the proof of implication (v) ⇒ (ii) witch use matrix rang. In this paper we will present a very simple algebraic proof of Hartwig's result for the regular elements in C*-algebra. Notice that one generalization on Hartwig's result is given in [4] for the case of closed-range bounded linear operators on infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces based on operator matrices. For huge number of different reverse order laws see [2] . Also, some interesting results on the reverse order law can be founded in the following papers [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
Result
For regular elements a, b and c of C*-algebra A we use notations
analogously to (1).
Theorem 2.1. Let A be a complex unital C*-algebra and let a, b, c ∈ A be such that a, b, c and abc are regular. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(ii) q ∈ p{1, 2} and both of a * apq and qpcc * are hermitian;
(iii) q ∈ p{1, 2} and both of a * apq and qpcc * are EP;
(iv) q ∈ p{1}, a * apA = q * A and cc * p * A = qA;
This can be showed exactly as in [3] .
(ii) ⇒ (iii) : This will follows if we show that a * apq and qpcc * are regular. Indeed, we can check that
(iii) ⇒ (iv) : Since a * apA = q * A is equivalent with the facts that a * ap ∈ q * A and q * ∈ a * apA, we have
Similarly, cc * p * A = qA is equivalent with the facts that cc * p * ∈ qA and q ∈ cc * p * A, so we have
and
First we will show that pc and qa † are regular. Indeed, pc = a † abc and a † abc(abc)
* is regular and then, since qa † ∈ qA = cc * p * A and cc
Hence qa † is regular. Now, analogously using cc * p * A = qA, we get
and consequently pqp = pqpqu = pqu = p. This shows that q ∈ p{1} and qpqp = qp. Also, using a * apA = q * A, we get
* a * apv = qa † apv = qpv, which gives qpq = qpqpv = qpv = q. To complete the proof notice that, by a * apA = q * A and cc * p * A = qA, q * p * a * apq = q * p * q * t = q * t = a * apq and qpcc * p * q * = qpqz = qz = cc * p * q
